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INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let R(('")) denote the formal 
power series ring R[[X, ,..., X,]] in n commuting indeterminates over R. In 
this paper we investigate the structure of the set of R-endomorphisms (R-auto- 
morphisms) of R((n)), that is, endomorphisms of R ‘(n)) that induce the identity 
mapping on R. For n = 1, the papers [3, 9, 12, 151 have dealt with this topic 
(see also [14]), and to a degree these papers provide a model for the current consid- 
erations. As would be expected, topological conditions enter the statements of 
results in numerous cases. In particular, we investigate the questions of existence 
and uniqueness of an R-endomorphism (R-automorphism) of R((n)' under which 
the set (X,},“_l has a presecibed set .[cQ~~=~ as image set. In Sections 3-5 we 
consider successively the cases of these questions where each a3Li has constant 
term 0 (Sect. 3), where the topology on R induced by the ideal generated by 
the constant terms of 01~ ,..., CY,~ is Hausdorff (Sect. 4), and where there are no 
preassigned conditions on CQ , . ., (Y,,, (Sect. 5). Our more definitive results on 
these questions of existence and uniqueness are contained in Theorems 3.5, 
4.1, 4.3, 5.5, 5.6, and 5.8. A part of Theorem 5.5 states that a surjective R-endo- 
morphism of RL(rLJ) is injective. This result was known for R"1)j from [5. (4.6)], 
and for polynomial rings R[X, . . . . . S,] -- R(n) in general [I, p. 3 151; Heinzer 
asked the second author of this paper about its status in the case of the power 
series ring R'(n)), and his question provided the original motivation for this 
paper. We remark that Eakin and Sathaye have independently shown that 
surjective R-endomorphisms of R('tcJ) are automorphisms [2]; their paper 
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contains other results concerning R-endomorphisms of R(fn)) that are of interest 
as well. Sections 1 and 2 contain preliminaries and statements of several straight- 
forward extensions of results of [12] and [15] to the case where n > 1. 
All rings considered in the paper are assumed to be commutative and to contain 
an identity element. The ideal of R((?‘)) generated by {Xi,..., X,} is denoted by x 
and the Jacobson radical of R is denoted by j(R). The symbols w and w0 are 
used throughout to denote the sets of positive and nonnegative integers, 
respectively. If f~ R((")), then f is uniquely expressible in the form &,,,fj , 
where for each j, fj E Rfn) is 0 or a homogeneous polynomial (that is, a form) 
of degree j. We call Cjow,fj the homogeneous decomposition off, and fj is called 
the jth homogeneous component off. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let R be a ring and let R 01) and R((?") denote the polynomial ring RIXl ,..., &] 
and the power series ring R[[,7i, ,..., &]I, respectively. If f E R(cn)) and if 
f = ~:j”_, fj is the homogeneous decomposition off, then we say thatf has order s, 
and we write o(f) = s, if fs # 0 while f, = 0 for each j less than s; if f is a 
nonzero element of Rtn), then as usual, the degree off is the largest nonnegative 
integer k such that fk f 0. 
Let c+ ,..., (Ye E R((fl)’ and let T be a subring of R(fn)) that contains R[a, ,..., or,], 
the subring of R((n)’ generated by R and (~~}f=i . Let 01 denote the ideal of T 
generated by (ai}! , and let (T, a) denote the topological ring T under the ol-adic 
topology; it is well known that (T, a) is Hausdorff if and only if nmeU,# = (0). 
DEFINITION 1.1. Using the notation of the preceding paragraph, suppose 
that n,,.Ew [(01i ,..., cyk) R[a, ,..., Qy2 = (0). T1’e say that (T, a) is a completion 
of (R[a, ,..., a,J, (q ,..., c+) R[oL~ ,...I Q]) if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) (T, a) is complete. 
(2) The topology induced on R[ol, ,..., ‘~~1 by cy is equivalent to the 
(01~ ,..., Q) R[cY, ,..., a,]-adic topology. 
(3) Each element of T is the limit of a Cauchy sequence of (R[ol, ,..., ak], 
(a 1 ,*.., 4 Rb, I..., 4). 
(4) (T, a) is Hausdorff. 
2. R-ENDOMORPHISMS OF R(cn)) 
Let 01~ , 0~~ ,..., OL,~ E R((“)). In this section we consider the question of existence 
of an R-endomorphism $ of R(in)) for which 4(X,) = CQ for each i. Most of 
the results of [IS, Sects. 2, 31, together with their proofs, extend to the case 
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where n > 1 with only the obvious modifications. We summarize the main 
results for R(tn)) here and reference the corresponding result in [15]. Throughout 
the remainder of the paper we use the symbols b(R(‘n))) and &(R(‘“))) to denote 
the sets of R-endomorphisms and R-automorphisms of R((“)). 
Let T be a subring of R((“)) containing R[a, ,..., a,] and such that (T, E) is 
a complete Hausdorff space, where OL is the ideal of T generated by (oli)~=i. 
Then for any f =f(X, ,..., X,) = ~~=Ofi(X, ,..., XJ E R(tn)), the sequence 
rx,fd~, T...> %)L,, is a Cauchy sequence of (T, 01) and hence converges 
to a unique element of T, which we denote byf(cu, ,..., a,). We define a mapping 
4 of R(fn)) into itself by d(f) =f(c~ ,..., OL,) for each f E R(cn)). The proof of 
[15, (2.2)] easily generalizes to show that 4 is the unique A-endomorphism of 
R((S)) mapping Xi onto ari for each i and having range contained in T. 
\Ve note that if ni,:EO, (‘pi ,..., a,)“’ =: (0) in R((n’) and if 4 E b(R(‘“))) is such 
that +(S,) ~- ai for each i, then 4 is the unique element of b(R(‘n)l) mapping Xi 
into oii for each i. In particular, if 4 is an automorphism, then 
and hence 4 is the unique R-endomorphism of R((“)) such that #(Xi) = CQ for 
each i. 
ifTl:e observe that if we impose the added condition on T that each element 
of T is the limit of a Cauchy sequence of (R[cu, ,..., 01~1, (0~~ ,..., a,) R[a, ,..., cu,]), 
then we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let T be a subring of R(I”)) containing R[CQ ,..., ol,] and 
satisfjkg each of the following conditions: 
(1) (T, a) is a complete Huusdorff space. 
(2) Each element of T is the limit of a Cauchy sequence of (R[ar, ,..., 0~~1, 
(q ,...> 4 Rb, v..., 4). 
Then there exists a unique R-endomorphism 4 of R((7L)) that maps Xi onto ai for 
each i and has range T. 
Conversely, let 4 E b(R’cn))) be such that +(XJ = aifor each i. If T is the range 
of 4 and if n,l;EU ,P = (0) then T r’s a subring of R((“)) containing R[ol, ,..., a,] 
and satisfy&g conditions (1) and (2). 
Proof. [5, (2.3)]. 
Let Z/J denote the unique R-homomorphism of R(IL) that maps Xi onto 01~ for 
each i. For the one-to-one case we have the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Let q ,..., a,& E R((“‘). There exists an injective R-endomorphism 
4 of R(‘n’) such that 4(Xi) = 0~~ for each i if and only if the following conditions 
are satisfied. 
(i) 4 is a monomorphism. 
(ii) There exists a subring T of R’(“)) such that (T, a) is a completion of 
(RI@ 1 ,..*, 4. (011 ,..., 4 R[a, ,..., CY,]), where N denotes the ideal of T generated 
by {cii}:~l .
Proof. [15, (3.2)]. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let LYE ,..., ac, E R((“)‘, and suppose that 4 E&(R”“))) is 
such that +(Xi) = (Y~ for each i. If T = c$(R((~))), then 4 is a monomorphism if 
and omly if 
(i) 4, restricted to Rtn), is a monomorphism; and 
(ii) (Y”~ n R[ol, ,..., a,] = (oil ,..., an)” R[ol, ,..., a,] for each nz E DJ, zchere OT 
denotes the ideal of T generated by {~i)~=~ . 
PYOOf. [15, (3.3)]. 
Observe that it follows from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 that there exists an 
R-automorphism 4 of R((“)) such that 4(X,) = mi for each i if and only if 
(R ‘Itl’) , (a1 ,.-., me)) is a completion of (R[q ,,.., a,], (q ,..., a,) R[o~, ,..., a,]) 
and the unique R-homomorphism z$ of RI”) such that 4(X,) = 0~~ for each i 
is injective. Moreover, 4 is the unique R-endomorphism of R((‘l)) mapping X< 
onto 0~~ for each i. This characterization of the R-automorphisms of R(Oz)), and 
Theorem 2.1 for the R-endomorphisms of R((“)), are primarily of theoretical 
value, however, in that they seem difficult to apply in specific cases. In particular, 
the answer to the question of whether surjective R-endomorphisms of R((n)) 
are injective is not clear from the results of this section. We turn therefore to 
a consideration of the homogeneous components ali) appearing in 0~~ = XT==, a?), 
i = I,..., n. It turns out that the forms al’), where j is 0 or 1, play a particularly 
important role in our further considerations. 
3. THE CASE WHERE EACH a:) IS 0 
Let 01~ = z,T, a?) E R((n)), where ali’ is zero or a form of degree j for each 
jEw;i= 1 ,*.., n. Then (CQ ,..., CS,) is contained in x, and hence (R(tn)), (q ,..., a,)) 
is a complete Hausdorff space [13, (2.2)]. Th us, by remarks preceding Theorem 
2.1, it follows that there exists a unique R-endomorphism 4 of R(ln)) such that 
4(X-,.) = iyi for each i. In particular, ifg = g(Xr ,..., XJ is an element of R((‘l)), 
then 4(g) = g(al ,.-., E,). In this section we give necessary and sufficient 
conditions (in terms of a:‘),..., a:“)) in order that 4 be surjective (Theorem 3.9, 
and sufficient conditions in order that 4 be injective (Corollary 3.3); we show 
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that 4 is injective if d, is surjective (Theorem 3.5). Before proving these results, 
we record some preliminary lemmas. 
I,EMMA 3.1. .%sume that n is a positive integer and let M,,(R) denote the ring 
of n x n matrices over R. Let M be a unitary free R-module of finite rank I, and 
let {xi}icl be a free basis for M. 
(1) .dn element B of M,(R) is a unit of M,(R) if and only if det(B), the 
determinant of B, is a unit of R. 
(2) If B and C are elements of M,(R) and if BC is the n :i n identity matrix 
I, , then B is a unit of M,(R), and C = B-l. 
(3) If% I..., 2, are elements of M such that zi = z:j’=, bijxj for 1 :.< i < r, 
then {.zi)iG1 generates df q and only /f the matrix B = [bij] is a unit of MJR). 
(4) If (yi}jzl is a finite generating set for M, then s TS r; moreover, ifs == Y, 
then (yiji is a free basis for M. 
Proof. Statements (1) and (2) are well known [7, p. 387; 8, Sect. 5.4; 10, 
p. 3341, as is (3) [7, p. 2401. To prove (4) note that if P is a maximal ideal of R, 
then {xi + PM~~_, is a basis of the (R/P)-vector space M/PM, while 
(yi + PM);=‘=, spans M/PM; consequently, s 2 r. The statement that {yi}i=, 
is free if {yi}i generates M follows easily from (3). 
The next lemma uses the following notation. Let fi ,..., f,, E R(‘l), where each 
f, is zero or a form of fixed degree k 2: 1, let g, ,..., gn E R(tn)), where each gj 
is zero or has order ;-k + 1, and let flj = fj + gj for eachj = 1, 2,..., n. 
LEnmu 3.2. Let h == h(lY1 ,..., &,) E R(‘“), h a form of degree v ;.c 1. If 
h(f, ,..., fii) + 0, then h(& ,..., p,) has ordm kv and h(f, ,..., f,J is the initial 
form of h(A ,..., p,J; if h(fi , . . . . fn) =- 0, then h(& ,..., PJ is 0 OY has order greater 
than kv. 
Proof. Observe first that if h is a monomial of degree v, then h = rX;l ... X2, 
where xyZ, e, = v. Thus, for 1 -<. i < n, f ti is zero or a form of degree kei , 
and hence rf ;1 . ‘. .f ~,~~ is either zero or a form of degree ~~=, kei = kv. Therefore, 
h(& ,..., /3,) = r(fi +- g,)el ... (f% + g,,@ = rf ;I ... f z,n + u, where u = 0 or 
P(U) > kv. Thus, the lemma is proved if 12 is a monomial. In the general case h 
is a sum of monomials of degree ~1, say h == m1 + ... + m, . Thus 
qrs, ,...I Bn) == C mi(A ,..., A), 
1=1 
and each m,(/3, ,..., @,J can be written as mi(fi ,..., fn) + ui , where ui = 0 or 
C(ZQ) > kv. Therefore 
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where h(f, ,..., f,J is 0 or a form of degree KV and x; ui is 0 or has order greater 
than Ko. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
If R is a subring of the commutative ring T, then a finite subset {ti}rZr of T 
is algebruicaly independent (a.;) over R if g(tl ,..., t,) :f 0 for each nonzero 
element g(Xi ,..., X,) of R[X, ,..., X,]; equivalently, {ti>y is a.i. over R if 
the homomorphism g(X, ,..., X,,) + g(tl ,..., t,) of R(“) into T is injective. The 
following corollary is immediate from Lemma 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.3. In the notation of Lemma 3.2, if {fi}i.‘=, is algPbraical!v 
independent over R, then the R-endomorphism g(X, (..., XJ -+ g(& , .,., Pn) of 
R(fn)) is injectizw. 
LEhtn,t.4 3.4. Letfi ,..., fn E Rfn), where each .fi is either zero or a form of degree 
1. If R[f, ,..., f,J == Rln), then given g E R(“), g a form of degree v, there exists 
h E R(“), II a.form of degree v, such that g = h(f, ,..., .f,). 
Proof. Since R[f, ,..., fn] -: Rtn), there exists IH = & rlzi E R(“), where 
nzi is 0 or a form of degree i, such that g --= m(fi ,..., fn) .-: xl=,, mi(fi ,..., f,A). 
By Lemma 3.2, each mi(fi ,..., fJ is either 0 or a form of degree i. Since f 
is a form of degree V, it follows that g =- r/z,.(f, ,..., f,,). 
The next theorem is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (cxi)llCl be a subset of R(O1j’ such that for each i, oli can be 
written as fi + gj , where fi E ROl), gi E R((I~‘) , .fi is zero or a form of degree 1, 
atld gj is zero or c(gi) ri ’ 2. Denote by C$ the R-endomorphism h(X, ,.. ., S,,) ---f 
h(a 1 ,..., a,) of R((n)), The following conditions are equizwlent. 
(I ) d, is surjective. 
(2) Rfl + . + Rf” -= RX, + . . . + R-Y,,& .
(3) R[f, ,..., f,J = R[X, ,..., XJ. 
(4) The ideal x is generated by {~i~~sl . 
Zf 4 is surjective, then {fJz?=, is algebraically independent over R and+ is injective. 
Proof. (I) - (2): The inclusion Rfl + ... + Rfn C RX1 +- ... + RX, is 
clear. To prove the reverse inclusion, choose i between 1 and II, and assume 
that k E RCol)) is such that Si = 4(h) := h(u, ,..., a,). If h :; x:,“=, hj is the 
homogeneous decomposition of h, then it is clear that h, == 0, and Lemma 3.2 
implies that Xi = h,(f, ,..., f,J E Rfl -t ... + Rfn . 
The implication (2) + (3) is obvious. To prove that (3) implies (I), let 
h = x:j”_, hj E R”n”, where hj is 0 or a form of degree j for each j E w,, . By 
induction we prove the existence of a subset {gi}iswO of RI”), where each gj is 
either zero or a form of degree i, for which c(h - z:=Ogi(~l ,..., 0~~)) > k + 1 
for each k E wO. Assuming the induction argument for the moment, observe 
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that this will show that ~~=, gi(al ,..., a,) ---f h in the ,y-adic topology on R((njl. 
Since (‘pi ,..., a,) C x and since (R((rtll, (ai ,..., a,,)) is a complete Hausdorff space, 
it follows that zFzO g,(a, ,..., a,) -+ h in the (c~i ,..., a,,)-adic topology on R((‘l’) 
as well. Let g = X%:0 gj ; then 4(g) =~m I I and 4 is surjectivc, as asserted. 
1Ve give the inductive argument alluded to in the previous paragraph. Let 
gu =: ha. Supposeg, ,...,gp are chosen so that (/r - xF=agi(til ,..., a,)) : k - I, 
and let h - ~~=ogi(~~i ,..., No) = xizi. .+i t, be the homogeneous decomposition 
of h - x;=,, gj(nr ).... a,,). If t,,,, .= 0, let gk;- i 0; if t,;,, =* 0, then choose, 
by Lemma 3.4, a form g,-, of degree k + 1 such that t,.,, -; gl;+l(jlr...,f,l). 
In either case, h -- xF+i gi(a, ,...’ a,,,) has order .,; k + 2 and the inductive 
argument is complete. 
If 4 is surjective, then (3) and Lemma 3.4 imply for each positive integer k, 
{S;l ... SF,n ~~_, e, =: /zj. and \.f41 ....f:p / xr ei -= kj generate the same (free) 
R-module J1,: Hp part (4) of Lemma 3. I, it follows that { f;i ... fzirl , x: ei =: kl 
is also a free basis of .Wk . \\‘e use this fact to prove that {fi): is a.i. over R. Thus 
if g E R”” is such that g(f, ,...,fil) 0, an i g mu= xl=, g, is the homogeneous d f 
decomposition of g, then Lemma 3.2 implies that g,(f, ,..., f*) :-~ 0 for each k 
between 0 and r. It then follows from our observations concerning 111, that each 
gr, is 0. Therefore R = 0 and \.fjJl r In is a.i., as asserted. That 4 is injective then 
follows from Corollary 3.3. 
Finally, we observe that (2) and (4) xc equivalent. That (4) implies (2) is 
obvious, and conversely, (2) implies that d, is an automorphism such that 
f$(x) -:= (RI (..., a,) L x. Since it is clear that $(R’ffg)) - x) L R((“I’ - x, the 
inclusion x 1: d(x) also holds. Consequently, s ((cxi);) = 4(x), as asserted. 
Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 3.1 combine to yield a satisfactor!- description of 
the R-automorphisms 4 of R((II)) such that +(.S,) (xi =: XT=, a’/’ has constant 
term 0 for each i; this description is given in terms of the forms uv’. Thus the 
R-endomorphism $ of R((“)) determined by S; --t /3i for each i is an automorphism 
if and only if RS, T ... + RS,,, == R/3:” + ... -.L R&“‘, which is true if and 
only if the matrix [b,,.], where $” :- xE=, bj,.S,. , is invertible in M,,(R); here 
py’ is the first homogeneous component of ,Bj 
\\<e remark that Abhyankar, et nl. [I ( p. 3151 show that the equalit! 
R[fl >..., fi,l = R “‘1 implies that [f;jy=i is a.i. over R; note that this statement 
is equivalent to the assertion that each surjectire R-endomorphism of R(“’ is 
injective. 
3. THE (1.m \VHERE n,,,,,(a~),..., ar))"' = (0) 
Let {bi$Fzl be a subset of R, let [Sxil~~l be a subset of R”“” such that 
01, = bi + gj , where gi = 0 or o(g,) .:s 1 for each i, and let B denote the ideal 
of R generated by [b,].:. If n,,,ELU B”l == (0), then we prove that the existence 
of an R-endomorphism 4 of R((7r’) such that 4(S;) = ‘xi for each i is equivalent 
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to the condition that (R, B) is complete. Aloreover, if such a 4 exists, it is the 
unique R-endomorphism of R(O’)) that maps Xi onto oli for each i (Theorem 4.1). 
Let Z/ denote the unique R-endomorphism of R((“)) such that #(Xi) = 
ai - bi = gi for each i, and suppose that (R, B) is a complete Hausdorff space. 
In Theorem 4.3 we prove that 4 is surjective (injective) if and only if 4 
is surjective (injective), and hence 4 is an automorphism if and only if q5 is an 
automorphism. Since 1c, is injective if J,!I is surjective, it follows that 4 is an 
automorphism if 4 is surjective. 
\i’e begin by listing a result (Corollary 2.2) from [13] that is used several 
times in this section; the result was used once in the preceding section, also. 
r2n alternate proof of the result appears in [5]. 
Let d be an ideal of the ring R such that (R, =2) is a complete Hausdorflspace. 
Then, for an-v finitely generated ideal B C .g, (R, B) is a complete HausdorfJ space. 
THEOREM 4.1. LTsing the notation of the first two paragraphs of this section, 
suppose that (R, B) is a Hausdorfl space. Then there exists an element 4 of b(R(‘“))) 
such that (b(X,) = 01~ for each i = 1, 2,..., n if and only ;f (R, B) is complete. 
Moreover, IjC such a 4 exists, it is the unique R-endomorphism of R((“)) that maps ‘kl, 
onto 0~~ for each i. 
Proof. Suppose that (R, B) is complete. By [13, p. 2501, R’of)’ is a complete 
Hausdorff space in its (BR((“J) f x)-adic topology. Since 0~~ is in BR(‘“)’ -1 x 
for each i, the ideal -4 = (01~ ,..., cu,) R((“)) is contained in BR((“)) + x and 
(R((n)l, A) is a complete Hausdorff space. Thus, by Theorem 2.1 and the 
remarks preceding it, there exists a unique element 4 of b(R”“))) such that 
4(X,) = ori for each i. 
Conversely, suppose that 4 E cF(R’(~~)J) is such that +(Sj) == 01~ for each i. 
Since (R, B) is a Hausdorff space, it follows from the above remarks that 
(R’(rz’), -4) is a Hausdorff space, and hence by the remarks preceding Theorem 
2.1, 4 is the unique R-endomorphism of R(ta” mapping Si onto 01,~ for each i. 
TVe show that (R, B) is complete. The mapping II: R((“)) - R(‘?l)) defined bl 
cL(g(x; ,..., -‘i,)) = g(O,..., 0) is clearly an R-endomorphism of R((?l)) with range 
R. Thus 7 = TV 0 4 is an R-endomorphism of R((“)) such that T(,YJ =: bi for 
each i. Moreover, T(R((~~))) == R and n,,,Ew [(b, ,..., b,)RlnS = n,,,EW Btf’ = (0), 
and hence by Theorem 2.1, (R, B) is complete. 
The next result is a generalization of Lemma 4.15 of [12] to the case of more 
than one indeterminate. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let {cx~}~=~ be a subset of R((“)), where ai = EL, aii’ is 
the homogeneous decomposition of 01~ . .Asume that a;‘),..., abn) are elements of an 
ideal A such that (R, A) is a complete Hausdorfl space and that RX1 + , . + R& = 
Rail) $- ... + Ray). Then there exists a unique element 4 of .F/(R((‘~))) such that 
+(-Yi) = ai for each i. 
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Proof. Since (R, (at) ,..., ar))) is a complete Hausdorff space, Theorem 4.1 
implies that there exist R-endomorphisms p and 7 of R((nr) such that p(XJ = 
at’ + X, and T(XJ _ -a:) + ZYi for each i. It then follows that (p 0 T)(XJ =I- 
(T 0 p)(Xi) = Xi for each i, and Theorem 4.1 implies that 7 - p and p o 7 are 
the identity map on R((ll)) (see also Lemma 5.4); therefore TV is an automorphism 
of R((‘L)). By Theorem 3.5, there exists an element IJJ of &(R”“)‘) such that 
4(X,) == ai - c$) for each i. Then # 1 Z/J L’ ,A is in AY(R((~))) and $(XJ = cyj 
for each i. 
Let {ai}rE1 be a subset of R(ln)) and assume that bi is the constant term of (Y~ 
for each i. Let pi =:- bi + Xi for each i and let B be the ideal of R generated by 
{bi]y=, . M’e use Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 to prove a generalization of 
[2, (4.16)]. 
THEOREIU 4.3. With notation as in theprecedingparagraph, assume that (R, B) 
is a complete Hausdorfl space. Let q5 and # denote the unique R-endomorphisms of 
R”“‘) that map Si onto tii and CX< ~- hi , respective!\l, for each i. Then 
(i) C$ is surjective zf and only ;f I/J is surl’ective. 
(ii) 4 is injective if and only if 4 is injective. 
Therefore $ is an automorphism if and onIF if 4 is an automorphism. 
Proof. Proposition 4.2 implies that there exists an R-automorphism 7 of 
R((?l)) such that 7(X<) =: ,kli for each i. Then # 0 T is an R-endomorphism of 
R((“)I such that (4 i: T)(X~) == $(b, + X,) =- b, + (ai - bi) = LYE == $(Xi) for 
each i. The uniqueness part of Theorem 4.1 then implies that # - T = 4, and 
since 7 is an automorphism, Theorem 4.3 follows. 
Theorem 4.3 yields a reduction of the considerations of Section 4 to those 
of Section 3. In particular, Theorems 3.5 and 4.3 imply that the mapping 4 
of Theorem 4.3 is an automorphism if C# is surjective. 
If there exists an R-automorphism C$ of R(‘h)) such that cJ(X~) := N, for each i, 
must it follow that &,, (ail), &-),..., LYE))” is (0) ? Gilmer [3, p. 181 gave 
an example to show that the answer is negative for n =: I; an easy modification 
of that construction yields an example in the general case. To see this, let S 
be a ring such that S(o) admits an S-automorphism $J mapping Xi onto o(i = 
LEO0 2 ac.l’x i 1 v with Lw M,l))vL F 0. Then # admits an extension 4 to an 
S-automorphism of S[[S,]][[AYZ ,..., S,]] = S(tn)), where $(XJ = Xj for each 
j :> 2. Moreover, the ideal of S generated by the constant terms of 4(X,), 
+(X2),..., 4(X%) is (c&‘)), and the intersection of all powers of this ideal is nonzero. 
On the other hand, O’lMalley [12, Sect. 51 proved, in the case n = I, that 
nnew (c#‘)*~ == 0 if R is Noetherian, if CI,, 11) is regular, or if (b)[ nnEw (b”)] = 
nnSw(b”) for each element b in J(R). \\ -e are able to obtain a partial extension 
of this result to the case of more than one variable. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. If there exists an element 4 of G(R((“))) that maps some Xi 
onto 0~~ = xjEW 0 OLD), then c@ is in J(R). 
Proof. If r E R, then I + rXi is a unit of R((“)), and hence 4(1 + yXi) == 
1 + YCY< is also a unit of R((nJ). Consequently, the constant term 1 + rag’ of 
1 + rai is a unit of R and c$) E J(R) as asserted. (See [IO, Lemma 2, p. 206; 
17, Theorem 2, p. 1311.) 
In view of Proposition 4.4, we obtain from Theorems 4.3 and 3.5 a complete 
description of the set of R-automorphisms of R (In)) for R in the class of rings 
satisfying the following condition, which we label as (.+).’ 
For each finite subset (bi)yLl of l(R), n (6, ,..., b,,,)?’ = (0). 
II EW 
(*) 
This class contains the classes of Noetherian rings [ 11, p. 121, semisimple rings, 
completely integrally closed Priifer domains [4, (26.9); 6, Theorem 81, and 
one-dimensional integral domains. In Section 5 there is additional consideration 
of the condition 
,pu (L$‘, a;” ,..., a(yy = (0). 
5. THE GENERAL CASE 
In order to investigate further the set b(R((“))), we use the notion of the 
(R/A)-endomorphism 4;1 of (R/_-l)((711) induced by a fixed R-endomorphism 4 
of Rtfn)) such that $(A[[X, ,..., X,,]]) C A-l[[Xr ,..., lYJ], where A is an ideal of R. 
The mapping $4 is defined as follows. If T is the canonical projection of R onto 
R/A, then 7 induces an epimorphism T*: Rlcn)) -+ (R/A)((‘“)) obtained by 
reducing all coefficients modulo -4. Then 4J~*(f)) is defined to be r*(#(f)) 
for each f in R((n)J. The proof of the following basic lemma is straightforward 
and we omit it. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let the notation be as in the preceding paragraph. 
(i) If $ is surjective, then qGA is surjective. 
(ii) If 4 is injective and +(A[[X, ,..., &]I) = -4[[Xl ,...I X,,]], then +A 
is injective. 
1Ve apply Lemma 5. I to the following situation. Let #(Xi) = ,9i have constant 
term bi for each i, let B be the ideal of R generated by {bJ~=r , and let 
-4 = nn.,, Bnl. Since B and each power BTU of B is finitely generated, 
’ We remark that a condition closely related to (*) appears in Corollary 1.17 of the 
paper “Zero Divisors in Power Series Rings,” J. R&e Anger. Math. 2781279 (1973, 
145-164. 
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~(B”‘[[Xl ,...) X,]]) cl B”‘[[X, ,..., X,J] for each m, so that +(A[[X, ,..., S,]]) := 
+( n,,,ew B”‘[[Xl ,..., X,]]) C ni,.Eo, P[[Xl ,..., Xn]] =: A[[X, ,..., lY,]]; hence it 
is meaningful to consider a,., . The constant term of+ ,(-Xi) is s(b<) == hi + =1, and 
by choice of A, n,,,Eo, (+J,) ,..., ~(b,)))~* =. [( n,,.Ec,, B”‘) + AI/A := (T(o)). 
Therefore, the considerations of the previous section are applicable to +., In 
this connection we prove: 
THEOREh,I 5.2. zf 4 is surjective, then d.., is an automorphism. Moreover, if 
Bl (” is the first homogeneous component of /3i , then 
Z’roof. Since 4 is surjective, & is also surjective. Moreover, since the inter- 
section of the powers of the ideal of R/A generated by the constant terms of 
+A(XJ,..., +A(Xn) is zero, the remarks following Theorem 4.3 imply that +A 
is an automorphism. It then follows from Theorems 4.3 and 3.5 that {Xi}y=1 
and (~*(@))~=r generate the same (free) (R/A)-module. We prove that this, 
in turn, implies that {X,); and (/3~)~; generate the same R-module. Thus, for 
each i between 1 and n, there exist elements a,, ,..., a<.,, in R such that 
Therefore yi == Xi -- xyZ, aijfi:” is in A[[S, ,.... -YJ], the kernel of T*. As yi 
is either 0 or a form of degree 1, it follows that ?i is, in fact, in AX1 + AX2 +- ... 
+ -4X, = AM, where M is the free R-module generated by (Xi>; . Conse- 
quently, M == AM + R@’ $- ... + R/3:“). By Proposition 4.4, each bi is in 
J(R), and hence d is also a subset of j(R). Applying Nakayama’s lemma 
[I 1, (4.1)] to the finitely generated unitary R-module M, it follows that 
R/3:” + ... + Rp, “,) = M as asserted in the theorem. 
The next result is both’a generalization of Proposition 4.2, and an extension 
of [15, Lemma 4.21 to the case of power series rings in more than one in- 
determinate. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let (/3i)y=l be a subset of R((“)), zuhere bi is the constant term of 
,Ri andg( is thefirst homogeneous component of /3? Assume that RX,t...+RX, = 
Rg, + ... + Rg,, , and let h, ,..., h,, E R(li) be forms of degree 1 such that 
RX, + ... + RX, == Rh, -+ ‘.. + Rh, . The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) There exists an R-endomorphism (R-automorphism) 4 of R(‘“)) such that 
+(X,) = pi for each i. 
(2) There exists an R-endomorphism (R-automorphism) p of R(‘“J) such that 
p(Si) = bi j- hi for each i. 
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Proof. Let 7 be the R-endomorphism of R(‘“)) such that T(.Y~) = b; - 8, 
for each i. Since RX1 + ... f R/k;, = R(-g,) + ... + R(-g,), Theorem 3.5 
implies that 7 is an automorphism; by the same result, there esists an element I/J 
of .d(R((rL”) such that $(S;) = --hi for each i. 
(I) --f (2): Assume the existence of an element 4 of 6(R((‘1)J) such that 
4(-Y,) == pi for each i, and define p to be (4 13 7-l ‘: ~6). Then 
p(XJ == (t,+b i’ 7-l 0+)(x,) = #(+(pi)) = $(b, - Xi) = b, + h, . 
AIoreover, p is an automorphism if (s is an automorphism. 
Conversely, if the existence of p is assumed, then T 0 4-l ,: p is an appropriate 
choice of 4 in order to establish the implication (2) -* (I). 
Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 5.3 provide a positive answer to the question 
of Heinzer that provided the original motivation for the paper. In order to 
establish this result. a basic lemma is needed. 
LEMMA 5.4. ,=lssume that 4 is an R-endomorphism of R((I~)) such that 
$(Xi) = -Ti for eacJz i. TJlen 4 is the identity automorphism. 
Proof. Let ~iGti,,fi be the homogeneous decomposition of an element f of 
R((n)). To prove that 4(f) = f, we prove that fk is the kth homogeneous com- 
ponent of d(f) for each k in w,, . The set [mi}:=, of monomials -Yil .. Safe of 
degree k + I generates the ideal x ‘;+I. Hence there exist elements g, ,..., g, of 
R((“)) such that 
f :== i fj + i ??rg, . 
i=O j=l 
Applying 4, if follows that 
1. t 
4(f) = Cfi + t: mjdkj). 
0 1 
Hence fk is the kth homogeneous component of 4(j), as we wished to prove. 
THEOREM 5.5. Assume that 4 E b(R’(‘z”) is such that 4(X,) =: ai for each i, 
let a, be the constant term and gi the first homogeneous component of 0~~ , and let $J 
be the element of b(R((“)‘) that maps S, onto cxi - ai for each i. The following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(1) 4 is an automorphsim. 
(2) 4 is surjective. 
(3) RX1 + . + RX, = Rg, f . . + R<g,? . 
(4) 1(1 is an automorphism. 
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Proof. That (I) implies (2) is obvious. The implication (2) -+ (3) follows 
from Theorem 52, and the equivalence of (3) and (4) is a consequence of 
Theorem 3.5. 
(3) -+ (I): Since (3) holds, Proposition 5.3 is applicable: there exists 
an element p of b(Rf’n))) such that p(XJ .= ai - Xi for each i. Since 
(p ‘7 p)(Si) :: LYi for each i, Lemma 5.4 implies that p o p is the identity mapping 
on R(I”)); hence p is an automorphism. Applying Proposition 5.3 again, we 
conclude that & is an automorphism. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.5. 
Theorem 5.5 shows that the statement of Proposition 5.3 is slightly misleading 
in that if the mapping p of Proposition 5.3 exists, then p is an automorphism. 
The remainder of this section is primarily concerned with the problem of 
determining conditions under which there exists an R-automorphism (6 of 
R( tn)) such that 4(X,) = aj for each i, where (ai: IL, is a subset of R”7i)) prescribed 
in advance. One set of conditions is immediate from previous considerations. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let 01, := Cj”=,, uy’ E R((ll)’ for i =:- l,..., n. There exists an 
R-automorphism d, of R(‘“)) such that +(X,) = oli for each i if and only if the 
following conditions are satisjed. 
(1) (R”‘L)), (CQ ,..., CX,)) is a complete HausdorfJ space. 
(2) Ra;” -t ... + Ra, (‘0 = RX, -c ... + RX,. 
Moreocer, if such an automorphism 4 exists, then it is unique. 
Proof. If such an R-automorphism exists, then results of Section 2 impl! 
that condition (I) is satisfied, while (2) follows from Theorem 5.5. 
Conversely, (1) implies the existence of an R-endomorphism d such that 
$(/ii) =m xIyi for each i, and (2) implies that 4 is an automorphism. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Assume that there exists an element 4 of .E/(R’(~‘)‘) such that 
&Xi) == CL~ for each i. If (,8i)~zl is a subset of R(‘*)) such that (,x1 ,..., a,) =~ 
(/3, ,..., /3*), then there exists an R-automorphism of R’(“)’ that maps Sj onto ,Bi 
for each i. 
Proof. We use Theorem 5.6. Clearly (R(tn)), (pi ,..., P,,)) is a complete 
Hausdorff space. To prove that M =~m RX, + ... + R&Q, is Rgl - ..’ + Rg,, , 
where gi is the first homogeneous component of pi , we use Proposition 4.4. 
Assume that aIyi has constant term ai and first homogeneous component fi 
for each i, and that bi is the constant term of j3[ . Proposition 4.4 shows that 
each ai is in J(R), and it follows easily from the membership relation 
/3, E (at ,..., a,,) that h; is in J(R) f or each i. Since iyl is in (pi 1 ..,, p,,), there exist 
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elements y1 ,...9 yn in R(cn)) such that ai = xi”=, pjrj . Equating the first homo- 
geneous components of each side, we obtain 
fi = jg bjhj + f cjgj v 
j=l 
where cj is the constant term and hj is the first homogeneous component of ‘yj 
for each i. It follows that Rfi + ... + Rf% C Rg, + ... -c Rg,, f J(R)M. Since 
M = Rf, + ... + Rfi2 , Nakayama’s lemma implies that hl :=- Rg, + ... + Rg.E , 
and the proof of Proposition 5.7 is complete. 
The next two results are generalizations to the case of several variables of 
[3, Theorem 3.2, Corollary 3.31 
THEOREM 5.8. Let (,F?i}~S’=l be a subset of R((“)) and let B == (& ,..., bn). The 
follozoing conditions are equmalent: 
(1) There exists an element $ of &(R(tn))) that maps Xi onto pi for each i. 
(2) The mapping r - r + B of R into R (cR))IB is an isomorphism onto , 
R”““/B. 
(3) R(‘“)’ = R @ B. 
Proof. (I) - (2): This follows since (b(x) = B and since R s1 R((“))/x 
under the mapping r --, r + x. 
(2) f-t (3): The implication (3) --, (2) is clear. If (2) is satisfied then 
R((“)) = R + B since r --z r + B is surjective; since this mapping is also 
injective, R + B = R @ B. 
(2) - (1): We consider the R(t”))-automorphism 4 of R((n))[[Yl ,..., I,]] 
that sends Y, onto Xi - Yi for each i; this automorphism+ induces an (R”“))/B)- 
automorphism 4s of (R((“))/B)[[Y, ,..., YJ defined by &(p*(f)) = I*), 
where r* : R((?I))[[E; ,..., I’,]] - (R((“))/B)[[Y, ,..., YJ] is the epimorphism 
induced by the canonical epimorphism T: R((“)) ---f R”“)J/B. 
The isomorphism II: r - r + B of R onto R((“))/B and the automorphism 4s 
give rise to an automorphism $ of R[[Y, ,..., I’J], where (I, is defined to be 
(p*)-’ 0 +e 0 (p*), with CL* the isomorphism of R[[EII, ,..., Yn]] onto 
(R’(“)‘,‘B)[[I; ,..., Y,]] induced by the isomorphism TV: R -+ R((“))/B. In 
particular, 4(r,J == r. for each r,, in R, and thus 4 is an R-automorphism of 
W’; I..., YJ] that maps E; onto @(XJ - Yi . Note that p-‘(XJ is the 
unique element si of R such that si - Xi E B. Thus 
R((“)) = R @ (sl - Xl ,..., s, - X,) 
since (1) --f (3), and R(cn)) := R @B since (2) + (3). The inclusion 
(sl - Xl ,..., s, - X;) C B 
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implies that (sr - -Ti, ,..., s, -~ -Yin) = B, and we conclude from Proposition 
5.7 that (1) is satisfied. 
COROLLARY 5.9. ~-lssume that there exists an element of .d(R((“J’) that maps 
-Vi onto pi for each i. Let bi be the constant term of pi , let B =- (PI ,..., fin), and let 
d = {b, ,.. ., bJ R((ll)). The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) n ),,E”, .-I’,’ =- (0). 
(2) B is closed in the A-adic topology on R((Nt). 
(3) B is closed in the X-adic topology on R((“)). 
Proof. The proof of the equivalence of conditions (I) and (2j is analogous 
to the proof of the equivalence of the corresponding conditions in [3, Corollar> 
3.31, and is therefore omitted. To prove that (2) and (3) are equivalent, we show 
that I3 + .-I = = B + x; from this equality it immediately follows that B $- 4” == 
B 7m X” for each n, and hence that n: (B + -q’l) == fly (B + x”). Thus 
B + d = (& ,..., /I, , b, ,..., b,) ~= (/I1 - b, ,..., /I, - b, , b, ,..., b,); moreover, 
Theorem 5.5 implies that there exists an element C/I of d(R(‘“))) such that 
+(Xi) =: pj - 6; for each i so that part (4) of Theorem 3.5 is applicable and we 
can conclude that x =- (/I1 -- b, ,..., fin - b,). Whence B + -4 ::= B -+ x, and 
the equivalence of (2) and (3) is established. 
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